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3 Common Timelines for
Testing and Test Prep
EARLY TRADITIONAL DEFERRED
Maximum use of summer
before 11th grade

Prep in summer before
11th grade is modest

May be seeking National
Merit recognition

PSAT relevant only as
a benchmark

Aiming to finish all
testing by end of
junior year

Testing peaks in late
spring of junior year

Little focus on testing
through fall of
11th grade
Begins prep and
testing in spring of
11th grade
Typically peaks in
fall of 12th grade

Anxiety Reaching New Heights?
New York Times,
“High School Seniors’ Agony”

Written in 1957

“Competition for college admission has created an
unprecedented time of intense worry.”

“Getting into college has never been so competitive.”
“Standards have shot up. Parents who got into top notch colleges
with average grades and good overall qualifications cannot
understand why their kids can’t.”

Application
ApplicationOverload
Bubble
The greatest number of colleges to which a single
student applied in 2014 was…

86

Source: Naviance

Test Requirements
ACT in lieu of
Subject Tests ≈12

Test Optional/Flexible ≈50

Subject Tests ≈35

SAT or ACT
Required
≈1,450

See pages 4-5 of Compass Guide

ACT, SAT, or Both?
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SAT takers up 15% since 2005
ACT takers up 62% since 2005

Rise of the ACT at Compass
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Three Choices for 2017
“Old SAT” “New SAT”

ACT

Discontinued as of
January 2016

Practice tests limited
and in “beta” form

Deep reserve of practice
tests available

Accelerated timeline
is problematic
for most students

Preliminary scales are
speculative, so accurate
comparisons are difficult

Prep materials and
offerings are
well-established

Recommended only
when confirmed by PSAT
and practice test scores

March scores delayed
Until late spring 2016

All test dates available
with prompt reporting
of scores

Two Choices for Class of 2018
“Old SAT” “New SAT”
Discontinued as of
January 2016

Several “live” tests will
be available, growing
bank of practice tests

ACT
Deep reserve of practice
tests available

Scaling will be finalized,
concordance to ACT
will still be “synthetic”

Prep materials and
offerings still more
established than SAT,
but gap narrowing

All test dates available
with prompt reporting
of scores

All test dates available
with prompt reporting
of scores

Comparing Test Structure

Vertical Alignment

See page 17 of Compass Guide

PSAT Score Interpretation

PSAT Score Interpretation

Concordance and
Comparison
ACT Composite

Old SAT
CR+M+W

New SAT
EBRW+M
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To be released
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P/SAT vs ACT Comparison

Focus

Math Focus:
Old SAT vs. New SAT vs. ACT
Pre-Algebra

Old
SAT

New
SAT

ACT

Geometry

Number Properties

Similar Triangles

Venn Diagrams

Perimeter

Imaginary Numbers

Visualization

Sequences

Trigonometry

Algebra

Old
SAT

New
SAT

ACT

Data Analysis

Inequalities

Two-way Tables

Quadratics

Scatterplots

Zeros

Data Graphics

Variation

Sampling

See pages 30-31 of Compass Guide

Old
SAT

New
SAT

ACT

Old
SAT

New
SAT

ACT

Old SAT Math – “Aptitude”

17. Four distinct lines lie in a plane, and exactly two of them are parallel.
Which of the following could be the number of points where at least two of the
lines intersect?
I.
Three
II.
Four
III.
Five
(A) I only
(B) III only
(C) I and III only
(D) I, II, and III
(E) It cannot be determined from the information given.

New SAT Math – “Alignment”
Heart of Algebra

1
1
If x + y = 4, what is the value of 3x + 2y?
2
3
Clue: focus on what the question asks for,
NOT on solving for x and y.

æ1 1 ö
6 ç x + y ÷ = (4)6
è2 3 ø

3x + 2y = 24
Answer: 24

ACT Math – “Achievement”
(x - h)2 + (y - k)2 = r2
Center: (h, k)

Which of the following is an equation of a circle with its center
at (3, 4) and tangent to the x-axis in the standard (x, y)
coordinate plane?
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

(x - 3)2 + (y - 4)2 = 16
(x - 4)2 + (y - 3)2 = 16
(x - 4)2 + (y - 3)2 = 9
(x - 3)2 + (y - 4)2 = 9
(x + 4)2 + (y + 3)2 = 16

(3,4)

4

ACT Math: Structure & Pacing
Structure:

Pacing Concerns:

• 60 questions in 60 minutes
• Content breakdown

• Average 1 minute per
question*
• Difficulty escalates steadily
throughout
• Problems at the end are
much harder but worth
same points
• Rushing and cherrypicking can be dangerous

•
•
•
•
•
•

23% Pre-Algebra
17% Elementary Algebra
15% Intermediate Algebra
15% Coordinate Geometry
23% Plane Geometry
7% Trigonometry

ACT Math: Difficulty Distribution

Data reflects performance of several thousand first-time
ACT takers on eleven different tests.
See Compass Guide page 45

ACT Math: Where to Invest Effort
Percentage of Possible Points
(By Student Score Range)
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ACT Science: Structure & Pacing
Structure:

Pacing Concerns:

• 40 questions in 35
minutes
• 6-7 passages
• 5-8 questions per
passage
• 3 passage types

• Average 5-6 minutes per
passage*
• Difficulty escalates
within passages and
from earlier to later
passages
• Time management can
be very tricky
• Cherry-picking can be
effective if done
correctly

• Data Representation
• Research Summaries
• Conflicting Viewpoints

ACT Science: Difficulty
Distribution

Data reflects performance of several thousand first-time
ACT takers on eleven different tests.
See page 47 of Compass Guide

ACT Science Example
A bomb calorimeter is used to determine the amount of heat released when a
substance is burned in oxygen (Figure 1). The heat, measured in kilojoules (kJ), is
calculated from the change in temperature of the water in the bomb calorimeter.
Table 1 shows the amounts of heat released when different foods were burned in a
bomb calorimeter. Table 2 shows the amounts of heat released when different
amounts of sucrose (table sugar) were burned. Table 3 shows the amounts of heat
released when various chemical compounds were burned.

insulated
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Food

Mass
(g)

Change in water
temperature
(°C)

Heat released
(kJ)

Bread
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Eg g
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Figure 1
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Table 3
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Table 2
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Molecular
formula
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ACT Science Example
Table 1

Food

Mass
(g)

Change in water
temperature
(°C)

Heat released
(kJ)

Bread
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1.0
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Table 3

Amount of sucrose
(g)

Heat released
(kJ)

Chemical
compound

Molecular
formula

Mass
(g)

Heat released
(kJ)

0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0

1.6
8.0
16.0
32.1
64.0

Methano l
Ethano l
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CH 3OH
C 2H 5 OH
C 6H 6
C 8H 18

0.5
0.5
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11.4
14.9
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ACT Science Example
Based on the data in Table 2, one can conclude
that when the mass of sucrose is decreased by
one-half, the amount of heat released when it is
burned in a bomb calorimeter will:
Table 2

A. increase by one-half.
B. decrease by one-half.
C. increase by one-fourth.
D. decrease by one-fourth.

Amount of sucrose
(g)

Heat released
(kJ)

0.1
0.5
1.0
2.0
4.0

1.6
8.0
16.0
32.1
64.0

Old ACT Essay
(Retired June 2015)
Issue:
In some states, legislators have debated whether
teenagers should be required to maintain a ‘C’ average in
school before receiving a driver’s license. Some people
think this would be a good policy because having passing
grades shows that students are responsible enough to be
good drivers. Other people think that such a policy would
not be appropriate because they see no relationship
between grades and driving skills. In your opinion, should
teenagers be required to maintain a ‘C’ average in
school before receiving a driver’s license?

Assignment:
In your essay, take a position on this question. You may
write about either one of the two points of view given, or
you may present a different point of view on this question.
Use specific reasons and examples to support your
position.

Features
 30 minutes
 Optional*
 Based on a ‘teen’ issue

 Emphasis on personal opinion
within a debate;
argumentation skills rewarded
 Personal and made-up
examples are okay
 Scored holistically

Current SAT Essay
(through January 2016)
There is, of course, no legitimate branch of
science that enables us to predict the future
accurately. Yet the degree of change in the
world is so overwhelming and so promising
that the future, I believe, is far brighter than
anyone has contemplated since the end of the
Second World War. –Alan E. Goodman

Assignment:
Is the world changing for the better? Plan
and write an essay in which you develop your
point of view on this issue. Support your
position with reasoning and examples taken
from your reading, studies, experience, or
observation.

Features
 25 minutes
 Required
 Broad topics
 Emphasis on personal opinion
and concrete support
 Personal and made-up
examples accepted
 Scored holistically
 Held in low regard by colleges
and widely criticized

New ACT Essay
(Debuted September 2015)
Features

Issue: Privacy
Technology is changing our ideas about privacy. Our social media
posts help us connect to friends, families, and people across the globe,
but they also supply a steady stream of information to advertisers and,
potentially, to governments, employers, and law enforcement agencies.
Smartphone apps track our locations, buying habits, and Internet
searches; that data can be both used to improve services and sold to
companies to better target marketing. We’re increasingly willing to share
our opinions, images, and relationships online and to turn to the Internet
to run searches on others. As sharing our lives with a global audience
increasingly becomes the norm, it’s important to consider how our
connected lifestyle is changing the value we place upon privacy.

Perspective One

Perspective Two

Perspective Three

Social media and
smartphone apps help
us navigate the world
and our relationships
with greater knowledge
and insight. The only
people who should be
worried about losing
privacy are those who
have something to hide.

When we lose our
sense of private lives,
we lose part of
ourselves. Being on
public display hinders
introspection and a
sense of our
independent identities.
When nothing is private,
nothing is personal.

Our desire for privacy is
often rooted in
embarrassment about
common human issues
like illness. Letting go of
old ideas about privacy
would break down
barriers and help create
a more open and
empathetic society.



40 minutes



Optional*



Based on a contemporary social
issue



Emphasis on analysis of ideas



Students instructed to analyze
and evaluate perspective, provide
their own, and discuss
relationships among the
perspectives



Scored in 4 areas: Ideas and
Analysis; Development and
Support; Organization; and
Language Use

New SAT Essay
(debuts March 2016)
As you read the passage below, consider how Paul Bogard uses:
•

evidence, such as facts or examples, to support claims

•

reasoning to develop ideas to connect claims and evidence

•

stylistic or persuasive elements, such as word choice or
appeals to emotion, to add power to the ideas expressed

[650-750 word Source Text]

Assignment:
Write an essay in which you explain how Paul Bogard builds an
argument to persuade his audience that natural darkness
should be preserved. In your essay, analyze how Bogard uses
one or more of the features listed in the box above (or features of
your own choice) to strengthen the logic and persuasiveness of
his argument. Be sure that your analysis focuses on the most
relevant features of the passage.
Your essay should not explain whether you agree with Bogard’s
claims, but rather explain how Bogard builds an argument to
persuade his audience.

Features
 50 minutes
 Optional*
 Based on a high-quality,
previously published essay and
prompt
 Emphasis on rhetorical analysis
 Students instructed to avoid
including personal opinion
 Scored in 3 areas: Reading,
Analysis, and Writing

Subject Tests FAQ
What are Subject Tests? What are my options?
Which subjects are offered on which dates?
How many subjects can I take on one test date?
What is the content breakdown of each subject?
How are the tests scored? What’s a good score?
Which colleges require or recommend Subject Tests?
Which subjects should I take and when?

See www.subject-tests.com or Guide pp. 56-

Super-scoring
April ACT

September ACT

English

26

English

29

Math

27

Math

25

Reading

27

Reading

24

Science

23

Science

27

Composite

26

Composite

26

Super-scored ACT
English

29

Math

27

Reading

27

Science

27

Composite

28

3 Common Timelines for
Testing and Test Prep
EARLY TRADITIONAL DEFERRED
Maximum use of summer
before 11th grade

Prep in summer before
11th grade is modest

May be seeking National
Merit recognition

PSAT relevant only as
a benchmark

Aiming to finish all
testing by end of
junior year

Testing peaks in late
spring of junior year

Little focus on testing
through fall of
11th grade
Begins prep and
testing in spring of
11th grade
Typically peaks in
fall of 12th grade

Practice Tests
Compass offers proctored practice testing as a no-fee,
no-obligation service.
Testing sessions offered 2-3x/month in West LA and
every Saturday & Sunday in Beverly Hills.
•
•
•

See inside back cover of Guide for details
Fill out reply card and we’ll follow-up, or
Call 310-550-0300

Individual Support
Ways we can help:

Ways to reach us:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Copy of this PowerPoint
E-book version of Guide
Monthly email newsletter
Proctored practice tests
Evaluation by Director
In-home tutoring

Fill out follow-up card
Text 310-817-0669
Call 310-550-0300
Email
info@compassprep.com
• Visit compassprep.com
• Facebook and Twitter

Q&A
Southern California

Northern California

9100 Wilshire Blvd
Suite 520E
Beverly Hills, CA 90212
(800) 925-1250

1100 Larkspur Landing Circle
Ste 280
Larkspur, CA 94939
(800) 620-6250

Practice Test Locations

Practice Test Locations

Beverly Hills
West LA
Palisades
San Fernando Valley
Pasadena
South Bay
Orange County

Larkspur
Lafayette
Walnut Creek
San Francisco
Redwood Shores
Sunnyvale
South San Jose
www.compassprep.com

Score Choice
SAT
• Student selects which dates to send but cannot send sub-scores only
• Most colleges (especially privates) combine sub-scores from multiple
settings into a “super-score”

ACT
• Same as SAT, except that fewer colleges officially super-score

Subject Tests
• Student selects which individual scores to send, even within test dates

Score Confusion
All Scores Required

Score Choice Allowed

Yale
USC and the UC’s*
Tufts
Stanford
Pomona
Penn
Johns Hopkins
Georgetown
Cornell
Columbia
Colgate
Carnegie Mellon
Barnard

Williams
Wesleyan
Wellesley
University of Chicago
Swarthmore
Princeton
Northwestern
MIT
Harvard
Duke
Dartmouth
Brown
Amherst

